NATIONAL   MINISTRIES
an appeal to the country. The last shred of control over
events in the Far East was destroyed by this decision. While
Eden was rallying his constituents at Leamington, the
Japanese were penetrating the Manchurian hinterland and
heading for Tsitsihar. But Manchuria was not an issue which
disturbed a single vote at the General Election. At that time
it was merely a conflict in embryo. To the public mind in
this country conflict and disaster were inherent elements in
the lives of those who had the misfortune to live so far away
from us. The mere narration of those conflicts would not
in itself bring them any nearer. Only when the issue be-
tween China and Japan was inextricably bound up with the
machinery of League procedure was the nation moved to
follow the drama with the interest usually associated with a
Test Match. For the purposes of the election the financial
crisis was so overwhelming as to need no detailed explanation.
All Eden did in his model Election Address was to ask for
national unity to outlive the crisis. The Socialists had been
unable to meet a situation of their own making. The
National Government was then formed to save the State.
* At the cost of economics as unpalatable to us as to the
Socialist Cabinet which had provisionally approved nine-
tenths of them, the National Government balanced the
Budget and staved off thereby a complete financial collapse,
which must have involved the savings of rich and poor—
wages, benefits and pensions alike—in total loss.' He asked
for a free hand in order to balance our trade. For the first
time in our history in a period of peace we are buying more
from the foreigner than we are selling to him. This must be
rectified, and the National Government must be at liberty
to use any means necessary to this end—including tariffs.
Thus it will be seen that Eden did not tie himself down to
Snowden's wireless pledge made on behalf of the Govern-
ment. Agriculture was promised protection in the abnormal
situation. While * the more food we can produce at home the
sooner we shall restore our balance of trade. A prosperous
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